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Chapter 1

PB 400  
Body Kit 1:12

With this kit you can build a body of the Kässbohrer 
PistenBully 400 in scale 1:12. It will fit the 
Pistenking chassis 1:12 as well as the chassis of the 
Graupner/Kyosho PistenBully and the Kyosho Snow 
Blizzard.

Photo: Adrian Humbel



Additional Materials Needed for Assembly
 
These materials are not included, but can be obtained in any hobby store:   
• Glue: super glue (cyan acrylate), Pattex Repair Extreme or similar, also 

recommended plastic glue Ruderer L530 or equivalent
• Paint: best results are obtained with an airbrush, alternatively spray cans can be 

used (be sure to use a spray can for modeling purposes).  
PistenBully red is RAL 3020, but Ferrari red is pretty close. 

• sandpaper 300/600 grain for preparing the PVC prior to painting
• sandpaper 150 grain for leveling the casted cockpit parts
• aluminum sheet metal for the platforms 
• brass wire (round), 3 mm and 2 mm for mirror holders
• brass wire (round) 3 mm for the rails (fence) of the platform
• Optional: LEDs + reflectors and clips for lights

IMPORTANT - READ FIRST  

• For building the model some basic knowledge in 
modeling is necessary. 

• These instructions should be viewed as a guideline, 
which is giving the most important points for 
building the body. Of course it is up to the each 
modeler to apply changes or improvements.

• The kit contains only the parts for building the body 
and eventually the cockpit. A chassis and 
auxilliaries are NOT included. 

• Many of the included pictures show accessories 
which are selfmade and which are not included in 
the kit nor available for purchase. 

• We strongly recommend to take advantage of the 
large amount of available pictures for reference 
(e.g. on www.snow-groomer.com)

• The kit is manufactured under a license of  
Kässbohrer Geländefahrzeug AG.

Introduction
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• 	 Cutting out of the parts
• Cutting out of the air intake holes at the side air intakes
• Installation and wiring of the lights (optional)
• Glueing the parts together
• Masking of the window areas, sanding of the areas to be painted with 600 

sandpaper and applying red paint (air brush or spray can recommended)
• Masking and painting of the black areas
• Installation of the amber rotating beacons
• Attaching the stickers
• Installation of the cockpit
• Bending of brass rods for the rear view mirrors, installation of the mirrors
• Bending of brass rods for the railing

For all those who might be turned off by the 
full building instructions here a short summary 
of the necessary tasks is given.

The time needed largely depends how 
accurate one likes it, and which details are 
applied. 

The body can typically finished within one 
week (working every evening). The largest 
time consumers are masking for painting and 
installation of the lights. 
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The parts for the driver cabin and the cockpit are to be cut out 
along the engraved lines. The pictures below show the cut body 
parts:

Driver Cabin
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Pic: cut out body parts, ready for assembly
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It is recommended to install the head lights in the roof before 
gluing the parts together. Standard 5 mm LED reflectors can be 
used. In order to have the light beam hit the ground at the right 
position in front of the snow cat the reflectors should be grinded 
at an angle of 15° at their front. The housing for the head lights 
should be painted black on the inside to prevent light from 
shining through.

 
Pic: grinded front reflectors

 
Pic: Installation of the head lights

The rotating beacons of Pistenking can be installed quite easily at 
their location. Drill a 5 mm hole in the center and fix them either 
with an M5-nut or glue them in place (see picture below).
If a reflector for the rear beam lights will be installed, the thread 
base of the rotating beacon has to be shortened accordingly. 
Take care not to damage the electrical wires.

 
Pic: Installation of rotating beacon and rear beam light
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Paint the sun roof from the inside with a transparent (non opaque) 
paint (grey), which is available at hobby stores to shade model 
car windows.

To be safe mask the windows on both sides (inside and outside) 
to avoid damage by scratching or glue. 

Glue the parts together in the following order, a 5 minute epoxy 
glue is recommended.

1. Side parts are glued to the rear part; the sides are glued from 
the outside to the gluing area of the rear part. Preliminary install 
the roof and fix it with tape to ensure the proper angle of the 
side parts. 

2. Glue the front in place, it attaches to the outside to the side 
parts and to the inside of the roof.

3. Glue the roof, it is clued inside of the side parts, and outside on 
front and rear part.  

After glueing the wires onto the body parts the head beam 
housings on the roof and the wire channels at the back can be 
covered with sheet metal or plastic parts according to the 
templates, which can be downloaded here.  

 
Pic: Preliminary test fitting with tape

 
Pic: Glueing areas at the upper rear corner
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Pics: Glueing areas at rear 
and front
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Backpack

The air intakes are cut like shown below and painted. The 
cutting lines for the part itself are viewable as fine engraved 
lines.  
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The laser cut metal parts are glued together 
as shown. The middle part should remain 
removeable. Magnets can be used to keep it 
in place.

The backpack supporting part should be 
painted flat black in the areas of the laser cut 
holes before glueing. 

The air intakes are glued to the supporting 
part like shown.



The grip bars above the doors and above the rear window are 
bent from 2 mm brass wire. Fitting washers can be soldered to 
the ends. 

The mirror holders are bent according to the drawing (download 
here) from 3 mm brass wire for the holders, and 2 mm brass wire 
for the mirror mounts. 

For soldering the parts are clamped to a piece of aluminum sheet 
in the correct position. Aluminum has the advantage that it does 
not stick to the solder. Best is to solder under flame with a 
modeling solder lamp. 

The soldering points are then sanded and the holders are 
painted silver. 
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The mirrors are assembled from the vacuum formed parts, the 
housing is painted semigloss black, and the mirror face silver. 
Alternatively a mirror foil can be used. 

The mirrors are mounted to the holders with a slotted round rod 
as seen on the picture. This rod is not included in the kit, but it 
can be easily made yourself from metal or plastic. 

Pic: Bending templates (download here as PDF)
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The paint has to be applied from the outside, due to the glueing 
of the parts. Mask the window areas. Cover large areas with 
paper and only let a narrow stripe (about 5 mm) of the tape 
(Scotch Magic Tape) get in contact with the body. This will make 
the removing of the tape much easier.
Don't forget to cover the sun roof and the openings for the lights 
(roof, front, sides).
 
ATTENTION: 
Prior to painting it is absolutely necessary to prepare the surface 
with 600 grain sandpaper and degrease the surface with rubbing 
alcohol.
  
If you want to add the cockpit interior later, it is recommended to 
first apply a light gray primer.

The painting itself is best done in separate sessions, the glueing 
lines are used in this case for masking the individual parts. 

Paint the A-pillar (between wind shield and door) and the door 
frame in semi gloss black. The original windows are glued to the 

cabin, which can be nicely simulated by painting this area at the 
inside with black.
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Painting



When masking individual parts be sure to cover ALL not to 
be painted areas, to avoid damage by over spray. 

It is recommended to paint in several steps. 

The pictures to the right are an example of how the door 
and window frames are masked and painted. The lines of 
the frame are engraved in the door. Good model builders 
always have photos of the original handy, like the pictures 
on the next page. 
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Type to enter text

Pictures of the original for reference:



Apply the silver stickers as shown in the pictures above.

Apply the warning stickers as shown:

If the warning stickers do not really want to stick to the surface, 
mostly due to the curvature, they can be attached with a little 
Pattex Repair Gel or similar contact glue. 

Photos: Eric Sent

 
Fahrerseite = Drivers Side

Stickers
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Sand the center console with 600 grain sanding paper and paint the outside in 
semi gloss black. If you want to install lights for the instruments, cover this area 
prior to painting. In this case make sure that no clouds or stripes can be seen 
against a bright light. Typically 3-4 layers of paint are necessary. If some light 
shines through at edges or corners just paint from inside with a brush. The lighting 
can be done with a white LED from inside. For better reflexion the inside can be 
covered with aluminum foil.

To cover the instrument light a piece of sheet metal or plastic is cut according to 
the template (download PDF here) and glued into place.

Note: the far right of the large circular dials is for the pulling force of the winch and 
therefore only installed in the winch version PB 400 W. If no winch is installed a 

The front side of the computer screen is grinded on a flat surface of 150 
sandpaper with circular motions. Apply the stickers. If it shall be lighted from 
inside, a cave has to be grinded. Here you can act like a dentist with your Dremel 
or Proxxon hand tool. A micro LED (SMD) is recommended. The screen is made 
from a fitting piece of transparent PVC and glued to the housing. 

• The cockpit kit is available as an option to the body 
kit.

• If the Kyosho Blizzard chassis is used, the battery 
pack has to placed elsewhere to make room for the 
cockpit. 

• Many of the included pictures show accessories 
which are selfmade and which are not included in 
the kit nor available for purchase. 

• Accessories like the driver figure are NOT included.

Cockpit
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Pics: Grinding of the screen housing, installation of SMD and 
screen glass. 
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Pic: Original cockpit

Pic: Cover for the instrument light and front attachment bracket.

Pic: side attachment bracket
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There are 2 variants for attaching the driver cabin: 

- on a Graupner or Blizzard chassis

- on a Pistenking chassis

For Graupner or Blizzard the cockpit tub is fixed with 3 bolts and 
aluminum brackets (1 front, 2 side) to the driver cabin according 
to the pictures. First the aluminum brackets are glued in place, 
then a M3x10 bolt is put through the hole, and a nut is loosely 
screwed on to it. Then the cockpit is put into the right position 
and the nut is secured with a few trops of epoxy glue. Afterwards 
the cockpit is removed and the nut is securely attached with 
plenty of glue.

For the Pistenking chassis the cockpit tub is glued to the sheet 
metal platform which comes with the chassis. For the correct 
height of the cockpit simply glue two 3 mm thick wooden stripes 
to the bottom of the cockpit tub, and these are then glued to the 
platform (see picture). 

Pic: mounting nut at front
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The mounting of the driver cabin to the sheet metal platform can 
be seen on the pictures. Here several tries and adaptions are 
necessary. 

At the front a hole is drilled into the sheet metal, and with the 
same method as described above a nut is glued on the cabin. 
The nut should be in the center of the Kässbohrer sign. At the 
back the cabin is attached with a thin doublesided tape, as it is 
used for photos in an album. This tape is put over the full length 
of the rear at the upper edge of the rear cover (under the black 
painted area of the cabin). This allows to remove the cabin if 
needed. 

Attention: at Pistenking kits of 2013 and earlier the mounting slots 
for the platform hinges have to be moved about 6-7 mm forward, 
to reduce the gap between the cabin and the backpack. 

Simply enlarge the slots forward with a file. 
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Seats

Sand the seats with 600 grain sanding paper and paint the 
outside in flat dark gray and flat red as shown below. The 
backside is made from balsa wood, which has to be fitted 
accordingly and glued into place. Paint it in dark gray. Bent a 
small piece of aluminum sheet and use it to glue seat cushion and 
back rest together.

 
Pic: Cover backside with balsa wood

 
Pic: Assembly of seat parts with alu sheet

The arm rests for the driver seat are made from the casted parts. 
The flat sides are grinded flat on a coarse sanding paper (150 
grain) with circular motions. Then they are glued together with 
cyan acrylic glue. Attention: the cyan acrylic glue glues the PU-
parts really well and fast! 

The arm rests can be attached to the driver seat as shown in the 
pictures. 

The armrests are glued into fitting brass square tubes, and these 
are glued to the seat with a holder out of brass wire soldered to a 
brass sheet. 
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Pics: assembled and painted driver and passenger seats
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Pic: Socket for seat, needs to be cut to fit

Glue the seats onto the vacuum formed and black painted 
sockets.

Finally glue the pieces to the platform and install the drivers 
cabin. The ROPS sticker is placed outside on the wind screen in 
the lower left corner.

Driver figures in 1:12 are available at doll house stores. Obviously 
you will not find a snow cat driver there, but a fitting doll is easily 
found and adapted to our needs.

 
Pic: assembled cockpit with stickers (the floor mats are not part of 
the kit)
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A true scale detailing of the PistenBully 400 is possible with this detail set. 

The backside of the elliptical frames for the 6 front and 2 rear roof lights are 
grinded flat by careful circular motion on a flat piece of sanding paper until all the 
access parts from casting are removed. The set contains 2 spare frames in case a 
frame is damaged during grinding. 

• The Lights Detail Set is available optionally 
in addition to the driver cabin kit. 

• The transparent parts of the lights may 
contain air bubbles. These could not be 
avoided even under careful manufacturing 
with a vacuum chamber. 

• Sanding and polishing is mandatory.

• The pictures show some self made parts 
which are not commercially available. 

Lights Detail Set
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Both elliptical frames for the front combination lights (at the 
bottom) are grinded flat in the same manner. Here 1 spare part is 
included. 

The front sides of the light housings are grinded flat in the same 
manner. One pair of them is used for the front combination lights, 
which is glued on the inside of the cabin is thus later not visible 
anymore.

The hollowing of the housings is done as shown on the photos 
with a Dremel or Proxxon hand tool, you may feel like a dentist. 
For better fixation of the housings for this task a special holder is 
included. Under the division line of the glasses a wall should 
remain. Use micro LEDs (SMD) for the lights. 

The photos show how the housings should be carved out and 
how the SMD (micro LEDs) and wires are installed. 

The transparent glasses of the combination lights have to be 
grinded flat on their back side, and the front side has to be 
sanded until no amber resin is left on the clear or red side. During 
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manufacturing the amber part was casted last, and it is not 
possible to avoid overflow on the other part. 

The sanding is done with fine sanding paper, starting with 600, 
1000, 1400 and then with polishing pads in 6 steps from 2400 t0 
12000.

For the front combination lights a hole is cutted into the body. 
Best is to first drill 2 mm holes and then carefully widen the hole 
to the needed shape. The housing is glued in place from behind, 
and the glasses from the front. 

The rear combination lights are glued into place after installation 
of the air intakes. 
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Newly designed back pack of the low emission PistenBully 400 4F version. 

Variant 4F
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• The latest version of the PB400 is the low emission 
variant “4F”, externally distinguishable by a newly 
designed back pack

• As the back pack is a completely separate part, 
existing PB400 models may re-equipped without 
problems.

• Due to the large air intakes also the well visible 
details behind them are modeled. 



The back sides of the resin side parts and the bottom exhaust 
cap have to be sanded plane for a solid glue base and exact 
fitting. This is best done with circular movements on a 150 grain 
sanding paper. Please wear respiratory protection.

Afterwards they are painted according to the original: 

Also the tank filler cap and both side parts are painted: 

The exhaust and the bottom cap (which will be attached below of 
the air intake) are painted metallic silver. 

The vacuum formed parts of the air intakes are cut out as shown 
and painted. The cutting lines for each part are visible as fine 
engraved lines.  
Attention: the straight cutting lines at the back side and top side 
(where the air intakes contact the structured sheet metal) are 
about 2 mm to far out. This was discovered after production. For 
a correct smaller width of the back pack they need to be cut 2 
mm further inwards.
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The correct depths of the air intakes can be seen in the following 
pictures (values are in mm):

Straigh edges can be achieved by carefully cutting with a razor 
blade and final sanding. 

If the optional available ring shaped combination tail lights shall 
be installed it is recommended to cut a circular hole now. Best is 
to mark the hole, pre-drill the center and the enlarging it carefully 
with a hand tool (Proxxon, Dremel) to the marking. 
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The reflectors for the side finder work lights are cut accordingly at 
the front, adapted and glued in place. Flattened 3 or 5 mm LEDs 
may be used. 

Both 1 mm sheet metals for the supporting structure of the back 
pack are glued to each other. The lower edge of the upper part 
needs to be flush with the lower face of the base part for a proper 
fit lateron.

The visible areas (also behind the holes) are painted flat black 
before the structured sheet metal is glued on. It should be flush 
on the left and right edges of the side parts of the supporting 
structure and slightly extend outwards (about 0.5 - 1 mm)  E 

The tank filler cap is glued from the inside to the supporting 
structure. See picture for reference. 

The center sheet metal is removable and is NOT glued on. The 2 
triangular resin parts are glued into the open corners.  
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Holding the center sheet metal in place is best done with 
magnets, see pictures. Washers are glued to the aluminum sheet 
and magnets to the supporting structure: 

When glueing the side parts pay attention that they are flush with 
the rear edges of the structured sheet metal. 
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In the area of the side finders the structured metal needs to be 
adapted a bit for a perfect fit of the air intakes:   

Now the air intakes are glued to the side parts, and the ehaust 
and bottom cap are glued on: 

Optional: Combination Tail Lights

The ring shaped combination tail lights are available separately. 
To increase reflection the inside of the housing is clad with 
aluminum foil or painted silver: 

The red rear light glasses are glued into the ring. First some 
occasional printing residuals have to be removed. Wires are 
soldered to the center amber luminous 5 mm LED. The pins are 
cut as short as possible and bended flat to the rear side of the 
LED which is first painted silver and then black after it was glued 
into the ring (see picture). 
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The wires are guided to the outside through the holes. Then the 
housing is glued to the ring part. The red 1.8 mm LED is glued to 
the housing from the outside and also painted first silver and then 
black. Assembled tail lights:

The holes in the ring simulate the LEDs of the original. 
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The steering column is removed at the ParkPro. The control levers are painted as 
shown, assembled and simply glued at the front end of the arm rest. It fits exactly 
to the under side of our arm rest: 

Version ParkPro
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• The ParkPro Version differs from the regular 
PistenBully 400 by a changed blade geometry 
(pushing frame, range of motion), control levers 
instead of a steering wheel and a catching red/black 
paint job.

• ParkPro is available for both PB400 and the low 
emissions PB400 4F

• Our conversion kit inlcudes parts for the control 
levers and the stickers 



PistenBully 400 ParkPro 4F with the typicall red/black paint job. 
Position of the cut out stickers on the roof:
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Versions

xxxvi

4.1 (28.2.17) Adding picture of roof stickers for ParkPro

4.00 (9.1.17) Adding of variant 4F and ParkPro

3.00 (6.4.14) Completely reworked, new pictures, extended

2.00 (6.6.12) Release as eBook, minor changes

1.0 (4.1.10): First version 
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